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Dear BBN Members, 
 
Welcome to the BBN Summer newsletter – I hope this 
finds you well and able to get out walking. 
 
With the Governments recent announcement about 
easing Covid-19 restrictions taking effect on 19 July (in 
England) we can begin to get our group activities going 
again. We’ve had an NEC update to say that, from 19 
July, there won’t be specific LDWA restrictions applied 
to either Social Walks or Challenge Events in addition to 
any government advice. However, the current rise in 
Covid-19 cases is worrying. We can’t be complacent; 
we’re urged to exercise caution and take personal 
responsibility for following Government guidance.  

 

 
The NEC guidance is here 
ENGLAND_LDWA_Organised_Activities_19_July_2021_V1_0.pdf 
 
The Government information is here Coronavirus: how to stay safe and help prevent the 
spread from 19 July - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
 
At our recent Committee meeting we agreed: 

 to remove the number limit on newly arranged social walks; 

 for social walks already on the programme, leaders may, if they wish, change or 
remove the number limit on their walks having first checked with walkers who have 
already signed up that this is ok; 

 that social walk leaders wouldn’t have to do a Covid-19 specific risk assessment 
although, of course, a general risk assessment should always be considered when 
planning a walk; 

 to restart our programme of Challenge Events with the ‘usual’ arrangements such as 
indoor checkpoints and providing refreshments; 

 that we must review our general checkpoint hygiene practices and improve them in the 
light of current pandemic good practices, such a providing hand sanitiser and not 
having ‘dip in’ bowls of food stuffs; 

 to amend our practices in line with any future recommendations or guidance from the 
NEC. 

 
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank you for your patience, kindness and understanding 
over the last 18 months whilst we’ve had to react to the ever-changing pandemic situation 
and the way it impacted on our normal activities. And my particular thanks to the 
Committee and Challenge Event organisers who have had so much more work to do and 
have done it so well. 
 
In the newsletter there are items about what we have done and what we now plan to do! 
Let’s get back out there together while we can and hope it continues to be possible! 
 
Best wishes 
Terry 
  

https://ldwa.org.uk/website/downloads/toolkit/ENGLAND_LDWA_Organised_Activities_19_July_2021_V1_0.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-response-summer-2021-roadmap/coronavirus-how-to-stay-safe-and-help-prevent-the-spread
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-response-summer-2021-roadmap/coronavirus-how-to-stay-safe-and-help-prevent-the-spread
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MEMBERSHIP 
 
 
A very warm welcome to all new members and 
hope to see you on our social walks or challenge 
events (when we can do them fully again) 
 
  

New Members since the last newsletter 
 

Roger Webster Chesham 

Colin Hughes Crownhill 

Sally Stephens Towcester 

Peter Morris Lavendon 

Patti Gardiner Daventry 

Robert & Gill Beagent East Claydon 

Philip Vidler Wingrave 

Will Sheppard Aston Clinton 

Heidi Lloyd Aylesbury 

John & Glynis Simmons Northampton 

Henry Lafferty Sharnbrook 

Jim Miller Willen Park 

David Keens Middleton 

Onedia Sylvest Wavendon Gate 

Peter Kennell Rushden 

Diana Telfer Beaconsfield 

Paul Godden  Biddenham 

Christine Moore Amersham 

Lorna Joy Akeley 

Vinnie Brien Dunstable 

Spence Ward Earls Barton 

Jake Kelly Luton 

Liam Tierney Furzton 

 
 

BBN Membership 
We now have a total of 798 members, an increase of 53 from the last newsletter 

Primary members = 427 
Associate members = 371 

 
 

:                                                   Alan Leadbetter 
                                                               Membership Secretary 
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Chiltern Anytime Kanter – 12th April to 31st May 2021 – Roy Carter 
 
This year’s Chiltern Kanter was organised as an Anytime Challenge because of Covid 
restrictions in obtaining halls as checkpoints, food sharing, social distancing and limitations 
on travel outside of local areas. Hence the event was entirely unsupported, there were no 
refreshments, no checkpoints and no marshals on any of the routes. Participants were 
asked to bring their own food or obtain refreshment in the villages of Aldbury and/or 
Wigginton depending on the route they’d chosen. All entrants accepted the conditions of 
entry and agreed to participate in the event at their own risk as outlined in the LDWA 
disclaimer. I did receive information which recommended the Wigginton community cafe 
and another hostelry in Aldbury that welcomed our walkers. It appears they were 
marvellous places to stop, provided our members with renewed energy and turned a 
challenge into a lovely day out. 
    
Starting Point 
The start point was advertised as Pitstone Village Hall which is a public car park with 
limitations in parking due to residents using the sports field for events and a new building 
site taking parking space for themselves. There were no problems reported in this respect. 
Also the event could be started from any point on the chosen route and some took 
advantage of this aspect, starting somewhere more convenient and answering the Kanter 
questions in a different order. 
 
Routes 
All three routes were new compared to the 2019 Chiltern Kanter. We kept the tradition of 
all routes climbing up onto Ivinghoe Beacon, albeit on a different route than used in the 
past. We took the risk of calculating walk lengths using some of the Permissive paths in 
the area which aren’t necessarily plotted on maps except in the latest revisions. I didn’t 
receive complaints that it was a problem and normal paths could be taken although it 
would have lengthened the route. The only real problem reported was at Hill Green Farm 
on the 18 and 26 mile routes where the footpath across the paddocks was not clearly 
waymarked and a deposit of horse manure was dumped at the bottom of their field where 
it exits onto Hemp Lane. Perhaps they were telling us we weren’t welcome? 
  
SiEntries: 
There were 71 Si Entries for the event of which 55 entrants recorded their times onto the 
Leaderboard. Which meant 16 entrants didn’t participate or didn’t record their time, despite 
messages to them to do so. This means they will be excluded from the BBN Triple 
Challenge using the Kanter event information. 
 
Statistics for the event: 
 

Overall 
Totals 

  Long 
Route 

 Medium 
Route 

 Short 
Route 

 

Entries 71 100.00% 25 35.21% 17 23.94% 29 40.85% 

Non 
Starters 

16 22.54% 2 12.50% 5 31.25% 9 56.25% 

Starters 55 77.46% 23 41.82% 12 21.82% 20 36.36% 
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Finances: 
We made a loss on the Chiltern Anytime Kanter to the tune of -£64.74. Income after 
SiEntries extracted their service fee of £104.16 did not support our expenditure of badges, 
envelopes and postage.  
However, with only 50 badges being posted, we do have around 250 undated badges 
remaining for the Chiltern Kanter in 2023. So we ought to recover the loss and make a 
healthy surplus on the next event. 
 
Financial Report: 
 

Finances Income   Expenditure  

SiEntries £250.84 Chiltern Kanter Badges  £277.20  

   Postage & Envelopes   £38.38  

Total Income £250.84 Total Expenses £315.58 -£64.74 

 
Marshals: 
A Marshals’ Walk did not officially occur before the Anytime Challenge took place because 
the Covid restrictions did not allow any groups to walk locally. It was only on 29th March 
that groups of 2 were allowed to walk outside of their local area. That is when Gill Bunker 
& Rachel Martin, Anjanee Neat & Adam Neat and Dave Findel-Hawkins & Merrian 
Lancaster kindly volunteered their services to recce and risk assess the Short, Medium 
and Long routes respectively, before the event started on 12th April. 
 
Their names have been added to the results as having completed the challenge and their 
names forwarded on for the new BBN Triple Challenge.  
 
Thanks to them for their help. 
 
Organiser & Route Designer: Roy Carter 
Entries & Route Designer: Mike Hyland 
Grid References & Questions: Norman Corrin 
Designing Badges & Certificates: Roy Carter 
 
 
 

 

 

 

It’s never too early to start planning ! 

We been to the shop and we’ve booked 

the man himself for Sunday 5th December. 

 

Pop the date in your diary now! 
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Terry walking the Chiltern Anytime Challenge with Chris Burns 

 

 

 

 
Four seasons in one day:  

Chris in the snowfall on the Wigginton loop 
 Chris and Terry at the Wigginton café 

   

 
At the Ivinghoe Beacon trig 
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The Chiltern Anytime Kanter 

 

Despite COVID continuing to prevent participation in our challenge events together en 
mass,  the considerable efforts of Roy Carter and Mike Hyland and others in BBN ensured 
we could still enjoy the event, albeit at different times on different days and without the 
usual TLC and great food at our check points. 
 
On Sunday 2nd May 6 BBNers enjoyed the 18 mile route (19.75 on their GPS) they had 
chosen to visit the sites holding the answers to the 21 challenge questions. Ivinghoe 
Beacon, The Ridgeway, Albury, Ashridge is always a beautiful area but the bright dry day 
made the scenery even more breathtaking. Therese, Clare, Graham, Paul, Phil and I 
chose not to rush, but to take our time, often stopping to admire the views, appreciate a 
leisurely coffee stop in Aldbury and simply enjoy the good company. The latter has, at 
times, been in enforced short supply during the last long year. The day was a real tonic for 
us all.  
 
Coming down from the Beacon it was nice to meet Chris (3rd photo) a relatively new 
member of BBN. We learned he had joined the club just before the first lockdown and so 
far had only been able to do last year’s Hannington Hike. He still seemed very enthusiastic 
about the group and we enlightened him about what he could look forward to, hopefully in 
the near future.  
 
Thank you Roy and Mike and all involved in running this event. Your hard work was hugely 
appreciated. 
 
Dee Brockway 
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BBN’s Triple Award 

Awarded on completion of three BBN challenge walks  
 Hannington Hike, Chiltern Kanter and Pick and Mix 

(in any order, any distance, and including as an Anytime Challenge)  

 

 
 

Congratulations to Karen Earwicker on completing the Anytime Pick and Mix, meaning she 
had completed all three challenges in the new BBN Triple and was awarded her certificate 

and badge. 
 

To receive your triple badge and certificate just email me when you have completed all 
three challenges (Hannington Hike, Chiltern Kanter and Pick and Mix). I will verify your 

claim, post your badge and email your certificate to you. 
 

Alan Leadbetter 
acleadbetter64@gmail.com 

 

  

mailto:acleadbetter64@gmail.com
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Easy Ambles  
 
What do you do if you still like the ‘culture’ of BBN social walks but following a couple of 
hip replacements find you can no longer do the distance and pace required? Well in my 
case – and pretty much by accident – organise a few of my own! 
 
When restrictions imposed as part of the first Covid-19 lockdown last year began to be 
lifted and requests went out for people to restart leading a few social walks, I volunteered 
to lead a couple which would by necessity be shorter (max of 10 miles) and slower (2.5-2.7 
mph average walking pace) than normal LDWA social walks.  
 
Those first two walks proved to be surprisingly popular so after discussion with one of 
BBN’s neighbouring groups, Essex & Herts (E&H), it was decided to put on a few more of 
these walks this year as joint events for the two groups. It was also decided to give them 
the ‘Easy Amble’ tag to distinguish them from standard LDWA social walks − and hopefully 
ease the qualms of any hardcore members who might query why an association focussed 
on ‘long distance’ walking was putting on shorter walks! 
 
The fact is that there appears to be a market for a few shorter and slower LDWA social 
walks among members who are feeling the effects of age and/or injury but still want to 
enjoy the LDWA walking culture; members getting back to walking after injury or illness; 
members who for whatever reason simply prefer to do a shorter walk on the day 
concerned; potential new members who want to try out an easier LDWA walk first; and 
local supporters of a once-successful football club in the north-west of England who prefer 
to ‘never walk alone’ so they can block out the memory of recent disappointments. 
 
Following a joint BBN/E&H Easy Amble from Weston near Baldock on Saturday August 
21, the next such walk I’m scheduled to lead is on Saturday December 11 from Therfield, 
near Royston.  
 
So, does anyone else feel like leading their own ‘Easy Amble’, whether under that 
name or just as a shorter/slower walk, in the September-November period or 
beyond? It could be either a BBN-only walk or a joint one with E&H – if the latter it would 
probably need to be somewhere in the north Hertfordshire/eastern Bedfordshire area so it 
is reasonably accessible for that group as well.  
 
Contact Sara direct (bbn.walks@ldwa.org.uk) if you have such a walk you’d like to lead or 
contact me by email (phillipjhastings@gmail.com) if you need any clarification about the 
format or anything else you’d like to check. 
 
Phil Hastings 
  

mailto:bbn.walks@ldwa.org.uk
mailto:phillipjhastings@gmail.com
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2021 Y 100 Sir Fynwy 

AKA, not Sir Fynwy and not 100! 
 
Well, I pretty much knew that after surgery on my foot and a broken ankle I wouldn’t be 
walking another 100 but the format of the 100 this year gave me the incentive to go out 
and see what I could do. 
 
I had it all planned...29th May out of the door by 6.00am, 24 mile loop, back home to meet 
with a friend for another 10 mile loop, back home for 6-9 mile loops until I gave up.  
Well....... best made plans and all that, 29th May was out for family reasons, heavy rain the 
week before meant that my 24 mile route was going to be too muddy for easy walking and 
as I would be walking on Thursday instead of Saturday my 10 mile buddy would be 
working. 
 
So this is what actually happened......27th May  I woke up about 7.00am and decided to 
get out of the door as quickly as possible, this resulted in me accidentally brushing my 
teeth with Germoline instead of toothpaste, well  that woke me up, but I was quickly out of 
the door.  I had decided the best way to make a record of my distance was a starting photo 
with my Garmin GPS and digital radio 
 

 
 
 
My first loop was to be a shorter but drier part of my origianlly ‘planned’  loop.  It was 
shorter but not drier.  I had to wade through a ford after about 3 miles and then squelch my 
way round until I returned home.   Breakfast and back out the door for another loop and 
repeat several times.  By 6.00pm I had got to 34 miles, went back home for a cup of tea 
and somewhat lacked the enthusiasm to go back out.  I knew I wouldn’t get to 50 because 
it would be too dark and I really didn’t fancy walking in the dark on my own, but I knew I 
could get to 40 before it was dark.  Some inspirational e-mails seemed to give me the 
incentive I needed, so back out I went for a final loop to get me to 40. 
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Lessons learned.  I am better with a plan that I stick to, brushing your teeth with Germoline 
is a really bad way to start the day and just a few encouraging words from friends can be 
very powerful. 
 
I’m REALLY glad I had a go and I walked much further than I thought I would be able to, 
life in the old girl yet but I didn’t get a badge. 
 
Mary Knight 
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Anytime Amusements 
 
With a diary full of Challenge Event cancellations because of the Covid-19 
pandemic I was really cheered when last year Norfolk and Suffolk Group had the 
brilliant idea of turning their traditional October Flower of Suffolk into an ‘Anytime’ 
event.  
 
Anytime challenges have been around for a long time; we have one in BBN - the 
Wendover Gap, although recently unavailable because the route needs to be 
checked for disruption by HS2 and it hasn’t been assessed for Covid implications. 
Hopefully it’ll be back on the website soon.  
 
The Lockdown Anytime concept was agreed by the NEC and subject to certain 
conditions – such as complying with government rules and only being open to 
LDWA members. Several other Groups, including BBN, have put on Anytime 
Challenges with the usual SiEntries procedure and a very modest entry fee.  
 
The beauty of these events is that they’re open within a fairly generous date range, 
some are even open for as long as 6 months! It’s also possible to choose a day that 
suits you and maybe selected for the best weather! 
 
It has been great to have these Anytime events on the calendar – it’s given me a 
focus for my walking and kept me going. I’ve done some on my own but others with 
friends. Here’s what I did: 
 
 
September 2020 – Norfolk & Suffolk Group.  
Flower of Suffolk, 26-mile route starting at 
Dunwich, Suffolk.  
A glorious day – sunny and warm. I also saw a 
few bird species I hadn’t seen in the year – 
Dartford Warbler on Dunwich Heath and 
Bearded Tits in the RSPB MInsmere reed 
beds. I did this one on my own. 
 

Glorious heather on Dunwich Heath 
 
 

May 2021 – BBN. Chiltern 
Anytime Kanter, 26-mile route 
starting in Pitstone, Herts. 
I did this one with Chris Burns. 
We had four seasons of weather 
in one day, including snow!  
We were especially impressed 
by the Wigginton Community  Ivinghoe Beacon 
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shop and café. We had our lunch here and fortified ourselves with several cups of 
tea; fortunately, there was also a loo! The only disappointment was it was shut 
when we returned having done the 8-mile loop. This loop would make an ideal half 
day walk in itself taking in the Herts County Top at Pavis Wood. See Roy’s report of 
the event elsewhere in the newsletter. 
 
 
May 2021 – Essex & Herts Group. Stansted Stagger, 
26-mile route. Start point in Stansted Mountfitchet, 
Essex (but we actually started from Standon, Herts as 
it was nearer to home - another advantage of an 
Anytime event!) I did this one with Chris Burns again. 
Those of you who have done the traditional Stagger in 
January will be jealous to know that there was virtually 
no mud on this route!  
 
With lots of green lanes, woodland and crossings of 
the Rivers Stort and Rib, this was a lovely route. 
 

The windmill at Stansted Mountfitchet 
 
 

May 2021 – Norfolk & Suffolk Group, Daffodil 
Dawdle, 26-mile route. Start point Eye, Suffolk 
I did this one on my own. The main challenge 
was the rather excessive vegetation growth 
brought on by recent rain and warmer 
weather, including fields with head high rape 
crop. I also had a rather scary encounter with 
a herd of excitable cattle. I didn’t see many 
daffodils but plenty of cow parsley! I also took 
the opportunity to stay over in Suffolk to visit 
RSPB Minsmere the next day for a spot of 
bird watching.  

Taken from the safety of the other side of a stile! 
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June 2021 – Dorset Group. Cerne Giant, 31-mile route. 
Start point Cerne Abbas, Dorset. I did this with my friends 
Anne and Ian Brown. There was a mini heat wave over 
the 2nd weekend of June, we had planned to do this on 
Monday 14th but with the temperature set to be 30 
degrees we decided to do it on Saturday 12th, although it 
was still a very hot day but with some welcome breezes at 
the top of the 12 serious climbs along the route. The 
village shop at Buckland Newton had a tea machine and 
a great section of ice creams to supplement our packed 
lunch which we ate on shady benches outside the parish 
room. This was a toughy for one not used to hills! My 
quads were aching for several days after completing this 
one. 
 

The Cerne Giant 

 
July 2021 – Lakeland Group. Spring in 
Lakeland, 50-mile route, Start point 
Staveley, Cumbria. The real event had been 
cancelled twice; it was to have been held 
originally in April 2020 then April this year 
but Lakeland Group decided not to waste all 
their hard work in devising the route. There 
were 3-loops, (18.9, 15.5 and 15.6 miles), I 
wouldn’t have attempted it if it hadn’t been a 
‘loops’ event. This meant water, food and 
spare clothes could be left in the car at 
Staveley. I had booked accommodation just 
north of Kendal for week with the intention of 
doing the Challenge on either the Thursday 
or Friday depending on the weather 
forecast. 

 
 

 

View of Windermere from Orrest Head, Loop1 

 
A spin off bonus of my trip was meeting Dee, Phil and Lizzie on their Coast to 
Coast walk when they got to Shap, which was just up the road from where I was 
staying. We had an enjoyable evening catching up over a meal in the pub. 
 
On Wednesday I was joined for the Challenge by my friend, Liz Hobday, and we 
decided to start on the Friday as the weather forecast wasn’t looking too bad. We 
set off at about 7.20am and finished on Saturday morning, 22hrs and 55 mins later 
within the 24hr time limit.  
 
It was a real challenge with over 7000ft of ascent and we didn’t really get the time 
to rest much between the loops as we were busy sorting out food and water for the 
next one. We did have a few light rain showers but nothing torrential so we were 
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really lucky! It was a lovely route and a great experience. I’m so pleased I was able 
to build up to this event by doing the other Anytimes and I’m really grateful to all the 
event organisers who made it possible.  
 
And I still have BBN’s Pick and Mix Anytime to look forward to! 
 
Terry Brown  
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Donate A Gate – North Bucks rRIPPLE 
 
Earlier this year BBN made a donation of £375 to North Bucks rRIPPLE for the installation 
of a kissing gate with plaque near Stewkley. This work has now been completed – look at 
the photos to see what a difference it has made and how much easier it will be to walk 
here.    
The grid reference is SP 84241 25458 
 
More about North Bucks rRIPPLE and the Donate Gate scheme here: Donate a Gate 

 

  

 
 

 
  

https://www.bucks-wmiddx-ramblers.org.uk/donate-a-gate.html
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With many thanks to Tim Vine 
 
 I once did a gig in a zoo. I got babooned off. 
 
And the back of his anorak was leaping up and down, and people were chucking 
money to him. I said ‘Do you earn a living doing that?’ He said ‘Yes, this is my 
livelihood’. 
 
I met the bloke who invented crosswords today. I can’t remember his name, it’s P-
something T-something R… 
 
I went in to a pet shop. I said, ‘Can I buy a goldfish?’ The guy said, ‘Do you want an 
aquarium?’ I said, ‘I don’t care what star sign it is’. 
 
This policeman came up to me with a pencil and a piece of very thin paper. He 
said, ‘I want you to trace someone for me.' 
 
So I said to this bloke "I'm gonna open a shop in Saudi Arabia". He said  
“Dubai?” and I said, “yep, and sell” 

I’m so lazy I’ve got a smoke alarm with a snooze button. 
 
I’ll tell you what I love doing more than anything – trying to pack myself in a small 
suitcase. I can hardly contain myself. 
 
So this bloke says to me, 'Can I come in your house and talk about your carpets?'  
I thought 'That's all I need, a Je-hoover's witness’ 
 
So I went to the record shop and I said "What have you got by The Doors?" 
He said: "A bucket of sand and a fire blanket!"  
 
What do you call a lady with big teeth that sleeps in the afternoon? Siesta Rantzen. 
 
I've got a friend who has got a butler whose left arm is missing - serves him right. 
 
Norman Corrin 
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TO THE FAR DEPTHS OF CORNWALL 

With Betty 

 

It was Cornwall this time with Betty. Betty travelled from Herne Bay and me from 
Northampton and we arranged to meet up near Porthcurnow where we had an apartment 
for a week. We met up at a very blustery Marazion very near St Michaels Mount, did a 
couple of miles walk around the area, then decided to go and find our apartment. We 
found it without much of a problem, but it was up a load of steps so after a good day’s 
walking we had these bloody steps to get up to our apartment. We got there a couple of 
hours early but we found the key, let ourselves in and made ourselves comfortable.  
 
Sunday morning was a bit miserable so we decided to take a trip to Lizard Point for a bit of 
sightseeing. When we arrived it started to chuck it down but the rain moved on leaving us 
with a very blustery Lizard Point. We walked down some steps and found a café and 
bought cream teas. While we sat there jackdaws and gulls were battling it out with the 
wind and I got some good photos of them. I took a walk along the coast and got some 
good photos of the sea hitting the rocks. It was quite spectacular; if the weather had been 
calm and the sea flat it would not have been so spectacular there.  
 
Monday was a good day but windy, so we drove to Sennen Cove just around the coast a 
bit and then we walked back to Porthcurno, approx. 6-8 miles. It was a fantastic walk along 
the coast, and we caught Lands End in the sunshine. We didn’t hang around for long and 
soon moved on. Betty would always walk on in front while I stopped to take photos and 
enjoy a bit of bird watching from the cliff tops. Sitting watching the birds battle with the 
wind I would spy Betty in the distance through my bino’s, when she looked back I would 
give her a wave. We got back to Porthcurnow around 3pm, had a beer from the fridge then 
went back to Sennen Cove to get Betty’s car. There was a large pub 200 yards from us 
which was supposed to open on the Monday (17th), it never did. Ohhh well.  
 
Back at the apartment I had made a chicken casserole for dinner and it had been cooking 
all day in my slow cooker which I’d taken with me. It was delicious. Washed down with 
wine, and a film on Netflix, we hit the sack.  
 
Tuesday we took my car back to Sennen, then went in Betty’s car to Pendeen further north 
of Sennen and then walked back to Sennen. It was another great day for walking and at 
the start of the walk at Pendeen there were a lot of remnants of mines from the past that 
are all now disused. Another great day for wildlife and bird watching, even saw a couple of 
Cornish Choughs flying around and disappearing down an old mine shaft where they 
probably had their nest. At the end of the walk back at Sennen there was a nice stiff climb 
back up to the car park where I had left the car. 
 
Wednesday was the hardest of the walking, I drove to Lamorna Cove, a lovely little bay 
down a very steep hill and not very wide to a small car park on the sea front. We did have 
a small problem with the car park fees though. we couldn’t use a card to pay and you had 
to have cash (£5) which we did not have but luckily there was a local man swimming with 
his dog and we were able to get some change from him. Just the other side of the bay 
there was a couple of houses just below a rock fall, (photos on the web site), we wondered 
if anybody lived there. Their home insurance must be astronomical.  Fees paid we started 
to walk. The first sign we came across said that the next half mile of  the route was very 
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steep and on the cliff edge and rough going,  but we kept on and came across some large 
boulders. We had a bit of a problem getting around but we managed it.  
 
Wednesday was the hottest day of the week and the most energetic. At the end of the day 
back at the apartment we were knackered. We passed a lighthouse and the drive down to 
it was very steep. While I stood there wondering if anybody actually drove down there a 
little blue tit flew by and disappeared into the metal post that I was standing close to, so of 
course I had to get some photos of it (photos on the website). I got a good suntan that day. 
Back at Porthcurnow after a beer out of the fridge Betty drove me back to Lamorna cove to 
get my car, the road was so steep and narrow that Betty refused to drive down there so I 
had to walk the last 500 yds. Back at the cove the café was open and I would have got an 
ice cream but it took so long that I gave up. Where Betty dropped me off there was another 
boozer that was not going to open, ohhh wellll. 
 
Thursday was a wet day so we decided to go into Penzance to look around the shops and 
do a bit of sightseeing, we stayed for a couple of hours then headed back to Porthcurnow. 
I found a Wetherspoons in Penzance so I had to go in and get my first curry club (every 
Thursday) of the year.  
 
Friday was our last day so we decided to do an inland walk, a 6 miler round trip to St 
Buryan. It was a nice walk but on the way back to Porthcunow my map reading went 
walkabouts and we had a few problems. (I don’t think it had anything to do with the beer in 
the pub at lunch time.) But we made it back in one piece, and had a nice pint in Treen.   
 
On the Saturday we had to be out by 10 am. We weren’t going to go straight home as we’d 
decided to cut the journey in two. Betty had found a place in Bodmin where we stayed on 
the Saturday night, a lovely place with beautiful gardens. We went to Newquay first for a 
look around then we drove to Port Isaac, home of the Fishermen’s Friends. I enjoyed 
standing on a film set, then off to Bodmin. Betty arrived first, I had checked the place out 
on the way to Porthcurnow so I knew the car parking was crap so when I arrived I phoned 
Betty and she had already checked in and was in her room. You won’t believe this place 
she said, I checked in and found my room, I had a telly that worked, Betty had a telly that 
did not. All we did really in Bodmin was get a fish and chip supper then I watched the 
Eurovision song contest (ha ha ha), then went to bed. The bar downstairs was a bit loud 
but I got some sleep. Sunday morning I got up and bags in the car, had a breakfast in 
Wetherspoons at the top of the High Street and made my way to Exeter where I was going 
to get a massage, then home. As for Betty on Sunday she went over to the Jamaica Inn for 
a coffee with a friend then drove home. 
 
Another great holiday with Betty, where to next year??         
 

Stevecee x 
 
All my photos are at www.steveceegalleries.smugmug.com  

 
 
 

  

http://www.steveceegalleries.smugmug.com/
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HAPPY DAYS WITH HADRIAN 
OUR WALK ALONG THE WALL 

 

 
 
Day I Bowness on Solway to Low Crosby  
XIX miles 
 
Excited anticipation. Stamping our passports at the 
Path Pavilion and we’re off. Lovely foreshore. Fine 
views over the marshes and across the Solway Firth to 
Scotland. Small villages, green lanes and wild flowers 
in the hedgerow. Pretty church at Beaumont. WI fridge 
with honesty box at Kirkandrews-on-Eden. Ice cold 
orange juice enjoyed in a sudden rain shower. Lush.  

 

 

The River Eden meandering through 
Carlisle, the old Waverley railway line. 
Rickerby Park. Rain for the last hour or 
so. A great first day. Fish and chips, a 
comfy cottage, and a great football 
result. England get an unexpected 4 
goals. 

 
Day II Low Crosby to Greenhead 
XXXV miles 
 
More quiet roads and green lanes. 
Pretty villages with “Cumbria in 
Bloom” awards.  A lovely time of 
year to be doing the walk. We 
enjoy Newtown’s Sandwich Shed 
with its honesty box, pooling our 
coins - just enough for two tasty 
and revitalising coffees. We can 
see the hills ahead.   
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.  
 
Our first encounter with the wall near 
Dovecote Bridge, although this section 
has been reburied. Our first climb, the 
intriguingly named Craggle Hill, with 
thunder rolling round and the sky turning 
black behind us.  

 

  

 

 
Birdoswald Roman Fort and a 
descent to the Millennium Bridge 
over the River Irthing.  
 
No rain, though, until we leave the 
wall at Greenhead and are 
absolutely drenched in the half mile 
to our pick up 

  
 
Day III Greenhead to Brocolitia Fort  XLIX miles 
Ruins of Thirlwell castle. Trig at the highest point and we’re roughly half way.  We’ve 
reached those iconic names and dramatic views. Whin Sill, Steel Rig, Sycamore Gap. 
Stone slabs to help with the climbs and descents, sympathetic to the landscape and the 
walker. Lots more lovely wild flowers. Sewingshields, and suddenly the countryside is 
gentler, the climbs are behind us. Brocolitia Fort and the Temple of Mithras. 
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Day IV Brocolitia Fort to  
Heddon on the Wall LXIX miles 
 
Rain for much of the day, the only 
positive is that it’s on our backs. Walking 
alongside the Military Road (built at the 
time of the Jacobite Rebellion nothing to 
do with Hadrian’s Wall except that they 
followed the line of the wall and used the 
stone). 
 
Our first view of the Tyne at Chollerford 
Bridge and St Oswald’s Church at 
Heavenfield. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Exchanging greetings with sodden 
walkers, everyone trying to be upbeat 
and look on the bright side.   
 

Lunch in the rain.  We finish the day 
soaked to the skin. And desperately 
sorry for the poor folk who are camping. 
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Day V Heddon on the Wall to  
Segedunum Roman Fort LXXXIV miles 
 
A lovely sunny day. Downhill from Heddon 
to the old Wylam Waggonway which we 
follow alongside the Tyne all the way to 
Newcastle.  
 
A striking sculpture, and we’re  
Gannin' alang the Scotswood Road. 

 

 

 

Yesterday, Today, Forever  
Sculpture of a pitman, pony and two 
children in remembrance of the 38 men 
and boys killed in the Montagu View Pit 
Disaster of 1925. 
The pitman, pony and tank depict the 
past heritage, with the pitman leading 
the children to the future 
.  

 

Alongside the river to Newcastle 
Quayside. Jackie spots the Angel of the 
North away in the distance. An 
abundance of sculptures and information 
boards. 
 
Iconic views of the famous Tyne bridges.   
A Covid queue at Spoons so we walk on. 

 

 

 
A riverside path along the Tyne –
very pleasant. Who knew?  We’d 
anticipated pounding city streets. 
 
An old railway line for the last mile or 
so, and suddenly we’re done.  A 
warm welcome at Segedunum Fort.  
One passport stamped (one lost 
earlier today) and a commemorative 
certificate each. Coffee and cake to 
celebrate overlooking the fort.   
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Ha Ha. Someone has a great sense of humour. The signs at Wallsend Metro station are in 
Latin! 
 

 

 

 
A triumphant return to our cottage to celebrate an absolutely brilliant trek along the Wall, 
and England reach the Euros final.   V fantastic days. 
 
Gill Bunker and Jackie Burnett 
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AMERICA 1993/4 
I think? 

 
After my trip to NZ and Ausie back in 88/89 I packed my bags and headed for the USA in 
December 1993. The idea was to spend a month in Yellowstone, one month in the Grand 
Canyon and a month in Yosemite. Yea well, that did not go as planned. So what did 
happen then, well I’m gonna tell ya.   
 
I flew into JFK airport and booked in to a backpacker’s hostel in Manhattan for my stay in 
New York. It was a bit of a dump, the shower door was just a curtain with a big hole in it 
and no door into the corridor where everybody could look in. Talking to a young couple 
that night they told me they were going to see the Statue of Liberty the next day and asked 
me if I would like to join them, I did. The next day we headed for the Statue of Liberty, and 
bought our tickets. The Island where the statue sits had its own shops and bars, cafes etc. 
it was in its own world.  When I was there you could climb all the way to the top of the 
crown, which I did.  
 

 

 
 
After the trip to the Statue of Liberty I sorted out my travel around America. I bought a bus 
pass which cost me $200 (Tourist rate) which was going to last me one month. (I worked 
out how much it was going to cost me for bus passes for the 3 months etc. and it left me 
with $25 to spend per day for the next 90 days, ha ha ha.)  I stayed in New York for a 
couple of days then jumped on a Greyhound bus and headed for Boston. I stayed in 
Boston 2 or 3 days. While I was there I followed the 2.5 mile Freedom Trail which connects 
historic American sites around the city.  
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After a couple of days I moved on, my next destination was the city of Buffalo and Niagara 
Falls. Niagara Falls was fantastic, you could view them from the States side and then you 
could walk across a bridge to the Canadian side and view them from there.  
 
From Buffalo I went on to Detroit then on to Chicago, I stayed in Chicago for a couple of 
days looking around then moved on again. I wanted to visit Yellowstone National Park, the 
Greyhound bus company did not go into Yellowstone so I got off the bus at a point (I can’t 
remember), where I could make my way to the park. I was going to hire a car and drive to 
the park but when I went to hire the car they asked me “where was I heading” when I told 
them Yellowstone they said I wouldn’t bother wasting your money sir, the park is under 6 
foot of snow now, so back on the bus I went and headed for the Grand Canyon. The 
Greyhound bus dropped me off at Flagstaff then I had to get another bus to the Grand 
Canyon. When I arrived I asked where I go to see the Grand Canyon, straight through 
those doors a lady said, I went through the doors and WOWWW Weeeee. The site was 
amazing, the photos I had seen just did not do it justice, what an amazing view. I camped 
there for a couple of days, bought myself a permit so I could hike to the bottom of the 
canyon, camp for two nights then hike back up. It was a strange place because there was 
snow around the rim of the canyon yet at the bottom it was like being in the desert and 
very hot. Both evenings when I was there a guide gave a talk, which very interesting. The 
hike back up was the longest and hardest 1 mile I have ever done, I was knackered. 
 
From the Grand Canyon I headed for San Francisco where I would stay for around a 
week, it was a great place. Looking at the tourist board in the hostel where I was staying  
there was a flyer for the Point Reyes national park, it was just a short bus ride from the 
hostel, one bus to the park a day and one out per day. I had to go there. The first couple of 
days I stayed in a hostel and explored around the area, then I hiked to the other end and 
put my tent up at the Sea Cat camp site which was right on the west coast. I had a great 
time exploring the area, one evening I sat on the cliff overlooking the sea watching a 
beautiful sunset, a two masted sailing ship even sailed between the sun set and land 
(picture postcard perfect).  
 
Down on the beach there was a skunk running around, that made my day, I thought to 
myself glad it’s down there. After the sun went down it was time to make my dinner but 
when I was walking back to my tent there was deer, birds and even a pair of skunks 
running around my tent. They all ran off as I approached, but as I cooked my grub the two 
skunks came back and got a bit inquisitive, they started running around my feet then they 
got up on the table then they had their noises in my food, when I tried to shoo them off 
they turned around and lifted their tails so I froze, two times I tried to shoo them off and 
both time they turned and lifted their tails threatening to squirt me, so in the end I just let 
them get on with it, the only trouble was when I started to eat my grub I had a couple of 
skunks joining me with their noises in my bowl at the same time. If only there was 
somebody else there to take a photograph, now that would have been a wall hanger.  
 
From San Francisco I moved north to Seattle, there I met a couple who invited me to a 
party on Xmas eve in Hollywood, but not the posh part, which I duly accepted. While I was 
there I took a boat trip to some islands that I cannot remember the name of. I did some 
good walking there and also found some hot pools there which you could soak in after a 
good day’s hiking.  
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At Seattle my 30 day bus pass expired but I couldn’t find anywhere to renew it at the same 
price, so I decided to go for Amtrak.  Amtrak was a different world. When I boarded the 
train to Los Angeles I was directed up some stairs and when I got up there I thought I had 
been put into first class, I turned around and went back down but I was assured that it was 
not the first class. Blimey, luxury in 2nd class. It was like first class in a 747 boing airliner.  
 
 Arriving in Los Angeles I had to get a taxi to the hostel because it was far too far to walk 
and I was likely to get mugged. I stayed in Los Angeles for just a couple of days then 
moved south to San Diego where I visited the San Diego zoo which does a lot for 
conservation. After a couple of days I moved on to Houston and arrived at a hostel  there 
at midnight on New Year’s Eve, I went straight to bed with a bottle of wine. I was getting a 
bit worried about my money so I didn’t visit the Space Station, I wish I had.  
 
I moved on to New Orleans but via Chicago because as my money was getting short by 
going up to Chicago then back down to New Orleans I got to sleep on the train through the 
night therefore saving myself a night in a hostel. New Orleans was a great place to look 
around. I also wished that I had gone on a paddle steamer but I didn’t. By the time it was 
time to come home I also visited Memphis, Key West, Washington DC Nashville and back 
to Key West then back to New York for the return trip back home. I’m not sure now in 
which order I did these places but what the ‘eck.  
 
On a train to Memphis I heard a New Zealander chatting up a woman behind me. When 
she got off the train I said to the guy “that’s a strong NZ accent you got there” he 
immediately came over and I told him that I had spent six months in NZ in 88/89 so he got 
out his little pictorial guide of NZ and asked where had I been. I had been to most places in 
the guide. He was a painter and decorator by trade and said that he would give me a job if 
I ever came back over, “Do you think you’ll come back over he asked”, I was back in the 
UK in February and by October the same year I was back in NZ and that’s another story 
for another Newsletter. We got on well and ended up sightseeing in Memphis together and 
of course visited Graceland, the home of Elvis Presley. We parted company after a couple 
of days and I headed for Orlando where I and some other travellers rented a car and drove 
down to Key West for the day. What a place, dead during the day but at night it came 
alive. Back in Orlando I decided to go back to New York and get another bus pass for 
$200 then from New York I headed for Washington and had a few days there then on to 
Nashville. I only stayed in Nashville for a day, the bus arrived there very early in the 
morning and left late in the evening so I got a good days sightseeing in.  
 
From Nashville I didn’t have a lot of time and money left so to save myself on beds for the 
night I decided to take some long bus trips. I headed up to Montreal and spent a very cold 
day there, it was -8 degrees, and I had never been so cold. Then it was all the way back to 
Key West where I spent my last days in America. I spent 3-4 days there, had a very 
enjoyable time there, then it was the bus trip back up to New York and JFK airport and 
home. My money was that short now that I bought a loaf of bread and a pot of jam which 
was to be my grub for the next couple of days travelling back to JFK. Trouble was, I forgot 
to take it with me so I had to live on approx. $2.00 for the next 2 days. 
 
Arriving back at JFK airport I did not have the money to buy a brew and something to eat 
so on the plane home I scoffed myself sick on a lovely curry. X    
                                                                                                                Stevecee xx 
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COMMITTEE 2021 

 
Chair: Terry Brown  T: 01462 631057 E: teresa.j.brown@ntlworld.com          
                                                                                bbn.chair@ldwa.org.uk  
Secretary: Gill Bunker  T: 01908 321308         E: bbn@ldwa.org.uk    
Treasurer: Peter Engledow  T: 07733 323641   E bbn.treasurer@ldwa.org.uk 
Social Walks: Sara Waldron:     E: bbn.walks@ldwa.org.uk  
Membership: : Alan Leadbetter  T: 07775 887493  E: acleadbetter64@gmail.com   
Newsletter/Website: Gill Bunker  T: 01908 321308 1 Abbey Way, Bradville,  
                                 Milton Keynes. MK13 7AN  E: gillbunker@googlemail.com 
                                                                                      E:  bbn.newsletter@ldwa.org.uk    
Challenge Walk Co-ordinator: Mike Hyland   mike.hyland@ntlworld.com   
Member: Roy Carter  T: 01234 301182  E: roycarter367@hotmail.com 
Member: Norman Corrin E:  norman.corrin@gmail.com 
Member:Mary Knight  E:  maryjknight@hotmail.co.uk 
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